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Abstract

Although there are positive sides but in this paper, authors will explore negative sides of Vietnam education including State Professor Council and esp. in publishing false/ untruth information of online Vietnam newspaper esp. we will analyze a case study of Thanh nien newspaper (thanhnien.vn) and Tuoi tre newspaper (tuoitre.vn) in order to teach social sciences and journalism students. Moreover, especially the parent association’s misuse (over collect) of funds at the beginning of the school year that public opinion has reflected in recent months, which need correction (such as: Le Quy Don Secondary School (District 3), Vo Thi Sau Primary School (District 7), Tay Thanh High School (Tan Phu District) ... could not help but make the public feel bored and parents feel sad).

Methodology: using observations, experience, synthesis analysis, historicalism methods. Findings: First this study highly criticize bad behaviors such as hindering and limiting scietic activities, cooperation in science and researches (of Trần Thọ Đạt – fake Professor and some other members in State Professor Committee) then, facebook Liemchinhkhoahoc (of fucking guy Nguyen Tuan Cuong or Cường Hán Nôm also violating law and telling lies) suggests some methods of punishment, warning, blaming, fine (money) or even use administrative or civil law, or even criminal act law or public punishment, etc. Our purpose is to eliminate those such people who have not standards of Professor Council.

I. INTRODUCTION

Just because some reasons such as economic/money reasons, may be political reasons, or just influential model, etc., in recent years some online Vietnam newspapers such as Tuoitre.vn and Thanhnien.vn has published fake news online so misleading society and causing troubles for community.

Next is the bad behavior of Trần Thọ Đạt – fake Professor and some other members in State Professor Committee (HDGSNN) to hinder and create difficulties for cooperation in science.

We highly criticize these bad behaviors in our community.

Also, there are negative sides in Vietnam education and schools in recent years.

For instance, Banking University Ho Chi Minh city , Tay Thanh High school and others...try to increase tuition and other fees causing trouble for societies and for parents, family of students, etc.
Next in recent months, in HCM city especially the parent association's misuse (over collect) of funds at the beginning of the school year that public opinion has reflected in recent days.

The recent scandals of revenue and expenditure at a number of educational institutions are related to the representative board of students' parents (often referred to as the parent association) causing the public to ask for a correction of their activities.

Research question:

Question 1: Present case study of publishing False Information In Online Vietnam Newspapers?

Question 2: Present negative aspects of HDGSNN (State Professor Committee)?

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

First of all, Journalism ethics are principles and standards formed in journalistic professional behavior relationships, institutionalized, recognized by journalists and public opinion, and become standards. regulating the journalist's behavior in professional practice. Political responsibility, legal responsibility, and ethical responsibility in journalist's professional activities are three sides of the same issue, blending and linking, closely, is a condition, a premise of each other, working together towards a single goal of fulfilling the journalist's responsibility for the development of society and the country.

Then we summarize related studies as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Content, results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word of the year 2016, <a href="https://languages.oup.com/word-of-the-year/2016/">https://languages.oup.com/word-of-the-year/2016/</a></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the 2016 word of the year was post-truth. According to the definition of British linguists, this concept means circumstances in which objective facts have less influence on the formation of public opinion than emotions or personal beliefs. This phenomenon arose due to the influence of the media: by manipulating society, they create a different reality. One of the main reasons for the post-truth era is the abundance of fake news that the audience is unable to recognize.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batista &amp; Gradim</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Combating the spread of fake news remains a difficult problem. For this reason, it is increasingly urgent to understand the phenomenon of fake news.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerbina (2021)</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>This article is devoted to an important socio-cultural phenomenon that undermines public confidence in science, that is, fake science news. The term fake news is analyzed and data on the dissemination of fake news on social networks is provided. Information sources for science news and fake science news are identified. Special attention is paid to the dissemination of fake science news during the COVID-19 pandemic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nguyen Dinh Trung, Dinh Tran Ngoc Huy, Le Huong Hoa, Vu Quynh Nam, Hoang Van Long</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>address a case study of Thanh Nien newspaper, thanhnien.vn) and to give out recommendations for standards of editors and newspapers writers. We also propose some suggestions for educating students, esp. In journalism field in universities as well as we suggest handling these kinds of internet crime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baptista &amp; Gradim</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Combating the spread of fake news remains a difficult problem. For this reason, it is increasingly urgent to understand the phenomenon of fake news. This review aims to see why fake news is widely shared on social media and why some people believe it. The presentation of its structure (from the images chosen, the format of the titles and the language used in the text) can explain the reasons for going viral and what factors are associated with the belief in fake news. Study show that fake news explores all possible aspects to attract the reader’s attention, from the formation of the title to the language used throughout the body of the text. The proliferation and success of fake news are associated with its characteristics (more surreal, exaggerated, impressive, emotional, persuasive, clickbait, shocking images), which seem to be strategically thought out and exploited by the creators of fake news. This review shows that fake news continues to be widely shared and consumed because that is the main objective of its creators. Although some studies do not support these correlations, it appears that conservatives, right-wing people, the elderly and less educated people are more likely to believe and spread fake news.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(source: authors synthesis)
III. METHODOLOGY AND INFORMATION

Authors will be based on dialectical and historicalism method, authors also use experience, observations via an example of a case study and other qualitative methods, including synthesis, explanation, and inductive approaches.

IV. MAIN FINDINGS

4.1 Negative aspects of HDGSNN (State Professor Committee) (for ex: Trần Tho Đat and others) and facebook Liemchinhkhoahoc

There are negative aspects of State Professor Council, in which Trần Tho Đat – fake Prof. and others trying to cause troubles/obstacles for scientists’ activities (scientific cooperation), involving in slander/calumny ("vu khống").

I believe there are black sides such as money, corruption, economic reasons and political reasons inside State Professor Council/Committee which slowing down our country science development.

We need a strong mechanism to eliminates such fucking guys out of Council as soon as we can.

Next, facebook Liemchinhkhoahoc (of fucking guy Nguyễn Tuan Cuong or Cường Hán Nôm – like shit-also violating law and telling lies) https://www.facebook.com/LiemChinhKhoaHoc-posts

Other shit websites including: kinhdoanhthongminh.net, nguyenduyxuan.net, sg247, thietbihopkhoi, etc.

These fucking guys can not publish as many articles as others, but just cause troubles for science activity.

4.2 Legal case studies of fake news publishing at Tuoi Tre newspaper (tuoitre.vn) and Thanh nien newspaper (thanhnienvn) in Vietnam

Which laws govern Disciplinary action against individuals involved in the violations of the Thanh nievn newspaper (thanhnienvn) and Electronic Youth Newspaper

The Press Department (Ministry of Information and Communications) has just issued Decision No. 175/QD-XPVPHC sanctioning administrative violations of Thanh Nien Newspaper with a fine of 45 million VND because false information causes very serious impacts.

Specifically, there are 5 information, groups of information in the articles of the series reflecting on some construction investment projects in the form of BT in Hai Phong City:

On September 9, the Press Department also sent a written request to Thanh Nien Newspaper to correct and apologize in accordance with Article 42 of the Press Law 2016; Review all posts and remove false information; Review, clarify responsibilities and discipline concerned collectives and individuals according to their competence
(source: https://vietnamnet.vn/phat-vi-pham-hanh-chinh-bao-thanh-nien-45-trieu-dong-672693.html, access date 7/10/2022)

There are bad chief editors/team at Thanh nien newspaper (Nguyễn Ngọc Toan/Dang Thi Phuong Thao) and Tuoi tre newspaper in our country. We need strong mechanism to monitor and control their bad behaviors and publishing fake news.

4.3 Education lessons from V.I Lenin and Ho Chi Minh ideas

According to President Ho Chi Minh, education has a very important position and role. He pointed out that Vietnamese education is education for the people, with the role of training, fostering and comprehensively developing the new socialist Vietnamese people. The task of education is “to submit to the political line of the Party and the Government, associated with the production and life of the people. Learning must go hand in hand with practice, theory must be related to reality” (2). Education must contribute to the training of new workers. They are people with passionate patriotism, "loyalty to the country, filial piety to the people", pure revolutionary morality, ardent spirit to rise up, not afraid of difficulties, hardships, sacrifices, spirit of bravery, courage, humility, honesty, industriousness, thrift, purity, simplicity, knowledge and health to become the future owners of the country, “the successors of the build socialism that is both pink and professional”.

With a vision of the times and a global mindset, President Ho Chi Minh pointed out that the goals of education are “to train children to be useful citizens for Vietnam, to develop comprehensively the human being, , fully promoting their existing capacities”. Learn to work, be a person, be an officer. “Learning to serve the union, class and people, the Fatherland and humanity”; “Learning to correct thoughts”; "Learning to practice revolutionary morality": "Learn to Believe"...

To achieve these goals, educational content must be comprehensive and suitable to the nature of schools under the new regime; consistent with the characteristics of Vietnam in the general context of the world. Such contents include culture, professional expertise, occupations directly related to industry, agriculture, rural areas, ethnic minority areas and mountainous areas; security and defense fields related to the cause of national construction and defense.

(source tuyengiao.vn, access date 17/10/2022).
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

“For the sake of ten years, one must plant a tree, for the benefit of a hundred years, one must plant a person.” With the strategic vision of a great man, a politician, a sage, President Ho Chi Minh highly appreciates the role of a teacher in the construction of the country. According to President Ho Chi Minh, a teacher, intellectual, and soldier on the ideological - cultural front has the important mission of forging the national principle and training talented and virtuous people to succeed the revolutionary cause. The life of our nation and people. And President Ho Chi Minh has entrusted important and difficult tasks to the teaching staff. This is a very glorious but very burdensome task for those who pursue a career in human cultivation.

The draft Ordinance on Sanctions of Administrative Violations for Acts of Obstructing legal proceedings proposes a fine ranging from VND 30,000,000 to VND 40,000,000 for journalists, lawyers and legal assistants reporting news. untruth, delaying or prolonging the time for conducting court proceedings.

A fine ranging from VND 30,000,000 to VND 40,000,000 shall be imposed on journalists, lawyers and legal assistants who report false information, delaying or prolonging the time for conducting court proceedings.

The draft also stipulates fines for journalists who record and record court sessions without the permission of the jury.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Authors may expand further future research to enhance educating students in journalism major
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